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The Children’s Literature Comprehensive Database 
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is a Top Resource for  

Children’s and Young Adult Literature Classes 
 
 “For those researching children’s literature reviews, Children’s Literature Comprehensive Database 
(CLCD) goes well beyond a quick, Amazon-like overview of books. Content within this database 
includes professional review sources such as Booklist, H.W. Wilson Catalogs, …CLCD is commonly 
found in university libraries and used by education majors studying children’s literature…”  
Shonda Brisco, “Five Top Resources for Fall: A wish list of essentials, pared down for a budget-
conscious year” School Library Journal 
 
More and more professors and librarians are discovering how the features of CLCD enhance the 
teaching of Children’s and Young Adult Literature courses. 
“We have a Children’s Literature class and CLCD is extremely helpful for their assignments. Each 
semester it is a joy for me to work with new students teaching them this database.”  
Ellen Willis, Lead Librarian at Kiefer Library at Aims Community College in Greeley, CO. 
 
More and more students are discovering how the precision searches of CLCD provide them with the 
knowledge they need to be successful in their coursework. 
“The education students have been using the CLCD to look up reviews and to find children’s books 
on specific subjects for specific grade or reading levels for their 3 methods classes. I use it for those 
purposes, and for compiling my subject bibliographies. I really like it, and so do my students. I think 
it’s better than NoveList, easier to use, with more search options, and it indexes more children’s 
books.” 
Krista Hartman, Information Services Specialist/Librarian - Associate Professor at Mohawk Valley 
Community College Libraries in Utica, NY.  
 
For research and as a teaching tool, nothing is better than CLCD.  
 
Looking for more recommendations? CLCD is featured in the in the SOLUTIONS AND SERVICES 
column of the June/July 2009 issue of American Libraries. A review in The Charleston Advisor states, 
“Although other good products offer children’s literature reviews and information, CLCD’s 
searching capabilities surpass them in ease and available qualifiers, making this my first choice for 
locating reviews or books on a certain topic.” The full text of this review and others can be found at 
www.clcd.com/testimonials/index.php. 
 
To see how you and your students can benefit from CLCD, go to www.clcd.com for a free seven-day 
trial.  
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